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Abstract: In the game of chess, the queen can attack any piece that lies on
the same row, on the same column, or along a diagonal. The eight-queens is
a classic logic puzzle. The task is to place eight queens on a chessboard in
such a fashion that no queen can attack any other queen. The eight-queen
puzzle is often used to illustrate problem-solving or backtracking
techniques. Consequently, in this study Technology Acceptance Model has
designed to investigate the user acceptance of designing Eight Queens
Chess Puzzle Game. The purpose of this study is to design a quantitative
approach based on the technology acceptance model questionnaire as its
primary research methodology. It utilized a quantitative approach based a
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to evaluate the designing Eight
Queens Chess Puzzle Game from 1×1 to 25×25 levels. The related
constructs for evaluation are: Perceived of Usefulness, Perceived Ease of
Use, User Satisfaction and Attribute of Usability. All these constructs are
modified to suit the context of the study. Moreover, this study outlines the
details of each construct and its relevance toward the research issue. The
outcome of the study represents series of approaches that will apply for
checking the advantages of collecting all levels in a single game with series
of episodes and how well it achieves the aims and objectives of the design.
Keywords: Puzzle Game, Designing, Methodology, TAM, Queens

Introduction
Artificial Intelligence researchers have for decades
worked on building game playing systems capable of
matching wits with the strongest humans in the world.
The success of such systems has largely been because
of improved search algorithms and years of relentless
knowledge engineering effort on behalf of the program
developers, manually adding game specific knowledge
to their programs. One of the challenges of designing
game for enhancing creativity, involving problem
solving techniques and improving decision-making and
thinking strategies. In addition, displaying all solutions
while playing. The paper introduces a proposed eight
queens chess puzzle game from 1×1 to 25×25 levels
system and designs the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) for its validation.
Effective evaluation of the proposed eight queens
system by incorporating several levels, from 1×1 to 25×25,
is necessary in order to ensure the proposed eight queens
chess puzzle game from 1×1 to 25×25 levels systems
adequately meet the requirements and information

processing needs of the players. We design a Technology
Acceptance Model to investigate user acceptance of eight
queens chess puzzle game system. It proposes a research
methodology that being employed to understand the
objectives and requirements, design, develop and finally,
validate the eight queens chess puzzle game system.
Research methodology is defined as procedures,
ways, methods and techniques that are employed to
capture and gather all the required information for the
purpose of the research issue. Methodology refers to
that branch of philosophy that analyzes the principles
and procedures of an inquiry in a particular discipline.
It is generally a guideline for solving a problem that
outlines specific components, example: Phases, tasks,
methods, techniques, tools and outputs. There are
various methods that can be employed in gathering
information from different sources such as sampling,
site visits and observation of the study environment,
questionnaires, interviews, prototyping and joint
requirement planning. These strategies would be
applied so as to validate and refine the projected
hypothesis and arranged in line with structure of study.
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Fig. 1. Original Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
Table 1. Comparison between qualitative and quantitative research
Qualitative
Quantitative
What is X
How many X
Inductive process
Deductive process
Sample is selective (non-random)
Sampling is random
Researcher looks for patterns, themes and concepts
Concepts and hypothesis are chosen before the research begins
Researcher develop a theory or compares patterns with
Researcher use instrument to measure the variables in the study
other theories

Thus, the study is organized specially to mirror the
projected analysis methodology that may be applied to
deal with the projected analysis issue. Debates
encompassing the sector of analysis reveal two main
principal analysis categories: Quantitative and qualitative.
It's necessary to notice that quantitative analysis has been
related to the positivist stance whereas qualitative analysis
with the informative stance (Creswell, 2011). However,
qualitative and quantitative must not be thought-about
similar to instructive and positivist views severally.
Additionally, the chance of qualitative and quantitative
analysis to be either instructive, positivist, or important are
planned. Qualitative analysis may be a sort of analysis that
produces findings not came across by means that of
applied math procedures or alternative means that of
quantification and also the purpose behind the analysis is
that the understanding of human expertise so as to reveal
each the processes by which individuals construct that
means regarding their worlds and to report what those
meanings square measure. A qualitative analysis is taken
into account to be associate degree investigation method
that explains social development through constructing,
comparing, replicating, categorizing and classifying the
item of the study. In different words, qualitative analysis
thinks about with words instead of numbers (i.e., in
knowledge that's not quantifiable). On the opposite hand,
quantitative analysis is analysis that depends on
developing metrics (numbers) which will be accustomed
describe the phenomena (objects and relationships)
underneath study. It's a deductive method (i.e., logic
supported rules, models and laws) consisting of measure
and analyzing the link between variables. This method
reveals however usually or what number folks act during

a specific manner however it fails to answer the question
of “why”. Table 1 shows the comparison between
qualitative and quantitative analysis.
The ΤΑΜ would be valuable and useful for explaining
or predicting user acceptance of new technology or
system, particularly among students and executives in a
university or business organization context, health care
works and many fields as we can call all of them end
users. The aims of this study is to design a quantitative
approach based on the technology acceptance model
questionnaire as its primary research methodology.
TAM starts by proposing external variables as the
basis for tracing the impact of external factors on two
main internal beliefs, which are perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use, while perceived ease of use also
affects perceived usefulness over and above external
variables. These two beliefs both influence user's attitude
toward using Information System (IS). Attitude toward
using IS, sequentially has influence on behavior
intention to use, which is the key factor for determining
actual conditions of system use as shown in Fig. 1.

Materials and Methods
The decision of whether or not to hold out a qualitative
or a quantitative approach lies on the researcher’s
assumptions (Kanaan, 2009; Abu-Dalbouh, 2013). The
present study relies quantitative approach and a form is
employed for the aim of meeting the objectives of the
study. We have a tendency to take for a quantitative
because it helps to supply an outline of the trends during a
population or an outline of the relationships among its
variables (Creswell, 2011; Abu-Dalbouh, 2013).
In addition to the present advantage, a quantitative is
additionally cheap to be conducted and it's less time
intense because it permits the investigator to amass each
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testing the goodness of knowledge and (iii) supportive
the planned hypotheses.
Variable Measurement: The methodology applied
within the study is predicated on the questionnaire
approach. The target of the questionnaire approach is
largely to evaluate the eight queens chess puzzle game
system. The form contains 5 sections: Personal information,
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, user
satisfaction and attribute of usability. These sections have
variety of queries created to evaluate the effectives of the
eight queens chess puzzle game model to the meant users.

quantitative scale and qualitative information from an
outsized analysis sample. For this reason, a form style as
well as measure was utilized within the gift study to look
at the variables within the adoption model and to realize
analysis of eight queens chess puzzle game system.
Moreover, a Likert scale is applied for each set of
questionnaires. The likert scale is designed to examine
how strongly subjects agree or disagree with statements
on a five-point scale with the following anchors: (1)
Strongly disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Nature, (4) Agree,
(5) Strongly agree (Chomeya, 2010). In this study the
planned methodology was developed in 5 phases. For
each section has method step(s) and output for better
understanding of what the most goal of each section as
illustrated in methodology section (Abu-Dalbouh, 2013).
Sampling Technique: Sampling may be a procedure that
entails utilizing a little range of units in a very given
population as a basis for drawing conclusions relating to the
total population (Jemain et al., 2007). The sample is taken
into account as a set of the population comprising of some
members designated from it (Al-Omari et al., 2008). We
have a tendency to aim to be ready to draw generalized
conclusions supported the population underneath study.
Analysis Techniques: There are three main objectives
of implementing knowledge analysis: (i) Obtaining
summary for the sample knowledge and its attributes, (ii)

Proposed Methodology
This methodology is developed primarily based upon
a mixture of the on the available literature and also the
experiences of the author, who are actively involved with
the development of using eight queens chess puzzle
game system. Figure 2 shows the phases of a planned
analysis methodology. The sequence of the phases isn't
rigid. Moving back and forth between totally different
phases is often needed. It depends on the result of every
section that section or that specific output of a section,
has got to be performed next. The arrows indicate the
most important and frequent dependencies between
phases (Abu-Dalbouh, 2013).

Fig. 2. Proposed methodology (Abu-Dalbouh, 2013)
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TRA could be a general model that is bothered with
people supposed behaviors. Consistent with TRA AN
individual’s performance is decided by the
individual’s angle and subjective norms regarding the
behavior in question. Additionally AN individual’s
beliefs and motivation move with existing behavior
(Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980).
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
determines the user acceptance of any technology
Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use
(PEOU) factors. Perceived usefulness defines the degree
that a personal believes that employing a specific system
can enhance the task performance. Perceived ease of use
defines as the degree to that a personal believes that
employing a specific system is freed from physical and
mental effort (Davis, 1989; Davis et al., 1989; Davis,
1993). The Technology Acceptance Model suggests that
intention to simply accept technology is decided directly
by attitude. Based on Technology Acceptance Model
individuals’ intention to use technology determines the
particular use of the application and attitudes toward
technology have an effect on the intention (Davis et al.,
1989; Davis and Venkatesh, 2004).
The various external variables such as level of
education (Burton-Jones and Hubona 2005), gender
(Venkatesh and Morris, 2000), or organizational features
such as training in computer use (Venkatesh, 1999) can
be affected Perceived usefulness and perceived ease
factors Perceived usefulness and perceived ease factors.
TAM theory is wide utilized in analysis contexts
also like many styles of technology applications
(Chau and Hu, 2001; Lee et al., 2006; Raitoharju,
2007; Yarbrough and Smith, 2007). It uses for
generating explanations for the factors of technology
acceptance that are transferable to different kind of
user populations and different styles of technologies.
Many different contexts and analysis constructions
have conformed the validity of the Technology
Acceptance model (Ma and Liu, 2004; King and He,
2006), together with in health care trade (Chau and Hu,
2002a; 2002b; Chismar and Wiley-Patton, 2002).
In this study the TAM is used for the objectives of this
study, to structure the research process and to help
enhance the understanding of the acceptance and use of
proposed eight queens chess puzzle game. Individual
factors such as gender and age are external variables.
Perceived usefulness is assessed by means of the content
and benefits of the incorporating several levels of the eight
queens chess puzzle game in order to save time, effort and
money from downloading each level separately and the
barriers and facilitators to the implementation of the
proposed system. The functionality of the application
described perceived ease of use of the system. Attitudes
toward examined a classic puzzle, how to place eight
queens, from 1×1 to 25×25 levels, on a chessboard in such
a way that no queen can attack any of the others.

Phase 1: Problem Background
This initial part focuses on understanding the analysis
objectives, constraints and limitations from an
environment perspective, then changing this information
into a problem definition and a preliminary arrange
designed to realize the objectives. The output of this part
is proposal.

Phase 2: Suggestion
During this section recommend a tentative style
supported the matter definition to attain the objectives of
the study. The output of this section is tentative style.

Phase 3: Development
In this phase the Tentative Design will be developed.
The output of this phase is artifact.

Phase 4: Evaluation
The evaluation was performed to determine the
correctness of the eight queens chess puzzle game
system model. It utilized a quantitative approach based a
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The output of
this phase is acceptance.

Phase 5: Result
The output of the last phase is documentation, it is
the finale of a specific study effort.

Technology Acceptance Theory
There are several theoretical views are developed so
as to know however finish users build selections to use
technology applications. Theories offer tools to know
success or failure in implementation processes of recent
IT applications. The foremost dominant theories in IT
analysis area unit Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT)
(Rogers, 1995), Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)
(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), the Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)
(Venkatesh et al., 2003), the FITT framework
(Ammenwerth et al., 2002) and therefore the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989;
Davis et al., 1989).
According to (Davis 1989; Davis et al., 1989)
Technology Acceptance Model is presumably the
foremost oft used among all alternative theories (Ma and
Liu, 2004; Kim and Yangtze, 2007; Yarbrough and
Smith, 2007). Cap theory is predicated on principles
adopted from Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) angle paradigm
from psychological science that specifies the way to live
the behavior-relevant parts of attitudes, distinguishes
between beliefs and attitudes and specifies however
external stimuli are causally joined to beliefs, attitudes
and behavior. The theoretical model on that cap is
predicated is that the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA).
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combined the Technology Acceptance Model with
Theory of Planned Behavior, perceived risk and
perceived benefit to understand the adoption of internet
banking. TAM has been used by researchers worldwide
to understand the acceptance of different types of
information systems. Shafeek (2011) has used the TAM
to evaluate the acceptance of e-Learning systems by
teachers. Zhou et al. (2007) has proposed a new model
called Online Shopping Acceptance Model (OSAM)
based on TAM to investigate online shopping behavior.
Pavlou (2003) has added trust and perceived risk as new
variables to predict the acceptance of e‐commerce.
Pikkarainen et al. (2004) has developed model to
understand the acceptance online banking in Finland,
information in online banking and perceived usefulness
play a very important role. Hsu and Chiu (2004)
suggested a model that specifies that the acceptance
pattern and role of internet self-efficacy plays an
important role in e‐service adoption. Ervasti and
Helaakoski (2010) have developed a model based on
TAM and TPB to understand mobile service adoption
which states that perceived useful is the strongest factor
in adoption. Muller-Seitz et al. (2009) used the
Technology Acceptance Model with security concern to
understand acceptance of Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID). Abu-Dalbouh (2013) in the study designed a
technology acceptance model to investigate the user
acceptance of using a handheld solution in healthcare
industry. Abu-Dalbouh (2016) proposed a novel
evaluation model to evaluate user acceptance of software
and system technology by modifying the dimensions of
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).

Related Literature in TAM
The standard code categorizes quality into
practicality, Perceived of Perceived Ease of Use,
Usefulness, Attribute of Usability and User Satisfaction.
This study aims to build of these classes to research the
user acceptance of the projected eight queens chess
puzzle game system.
From the attitude of Technology Acceptance Model
Perceived of Perceived Ease of Use, Usefulness,
Attribute of Usability and User Satisfaction are assumed
to be connected to the acceptance of a technology or
computer system, during this study the acceptance of AN
eight queens chess puzzle game system.
Technology Acceptance Model is one among the
foremost fashionable theories that's used wide to
elucidate data system usage such a big amount of studies
are conducted that has semiconductor diode to the
changes within the originally suggested model. Taylor and
Todd (1995) proposed the combined TAM‐TPB model
which integrated the theory of planned behavior and
TAM. Venkatesh and Davis (2000) suggested a new
version of TAM called TAM2 which added new
variables to the original TAM model. Venkatesh et al.
(2003) in a study published in MIS quarterly proposed
the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT) Model. There are many studies
conducted by authors have attempt to modify the TAM
by including new variables to the existing model. In the
study by Moon and Kim (2001) are added a new variable
playfulness factors to study acceptance of the World Wide
Web. Chau (1996) has included two types of perceived
usefulness: Long‐term and near‐term. Van der Heijden
(2000) has analyzed the usage of the website and usage
individual acceptance by adding two constructs to TAM:
Perceived presentation attractiveness and Perceived
entertainment value. Furthermore (Abu-Dalbouh et al.,
2015) for the purpose to evaluate the institutional and
academic performance in College of Sciences and Arts
in Unaizah-Qassim University has modified a
technology acceptance model. Chau and Hu (2001) has
combined TAM with the factor of peer Influence.
Sanchez‐Franco and Roldan (2005) have investigate the
relationship between behavioral intention and perceived
usefulness and conclude that is strong among
goal‐directed users. Chau and Hu (2001) has compared
three models Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB),
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and a
decomposed TPB model that is potentially adequate in
the targeted healthcare professional setting in Hong
Kong. The study indicated and conclude that TAM was
superior to TPB in explaining the physicians’ intention
to use telemedicine technology. Shih (2004) combined
the TAM and the information behavioral model that takes
notice of the relevance of the information. Lee (2009)

Discussion
The standard software categorizes quality into
functionality, Perceived of Usefulness, Perceived Ease of
Use, User Satisfaction and Attribute of Usability. This
paper aims to design all these categories to investigate
the user acceptance of the proposed eight queens chess
puzzle game system. From the perspective of TAM,
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, user
satisfaction and attribute of usability are assumed to be
related to the acceptance of a computer or technology
system, in this study the acceptance of an eight queens
chess puzzle game system.
High levels of user satisfaction are important to
eight queens chess puzzle game system. The effects of
four components of satisfaction, Perceived of
Usefulness Satisfaction and Satisfaction of Perceived
Ease of Use, User Satisfaction and Satisfaction of
Attribute of Usability on overall satisfaction with
players will investigate. It will discuss about
effectiveness of the eight queens chess puzzle game
from 1×1 to 25×25 levels systems.
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Table 2. Perceived of usefulness items
Construct
Operational definitions
Perceived
Perceived usefulness is a feeling that
of usefulness
the proposed eight queens chess puzzle
game serves a particular-aged group to
evaluate their intelligence, learning
decision-making and the way of thinking.
In addition, save time, money and effort
by collecting all levels in a single game
with series of episodes.

Measured items
PU1: Eight queens chess puzzle game
system enhances creativity
PU2: Eight queens chess puzzle game system
involves problem solving techniques
PU3: Eight queens chess puzzle game system will
improve decision-making and thinking strategies
PU4: Eight queens chess puzzle game system allows
players to test their consistency, skills and strategy
while competing in a more levels
PU5: Eight queens chess puzzle game system is added
more enjoyment and excitement
PU6: Eight queens chess puzzle game system will help
the players by displaying all solutions while playing
PU7: Eight queens chess puzzle game system will save time,
effort and money from downloading each level separately

Table 3. Perceived ease of use items
Construct
Operational definitions
Perceived ease
Perceived ease of use refers to a level of
of use
easiness that players feel when using eight
queens chess puzzle game system.

Table 4. User satisfaction items
Construct
Operational definitions
User satisfaction
User satisfaction refers to a level of
satisfying that players of using eight
queens chess puzzle game system

Table 5. Attribute of usability items
Construct
Operational definitions
attribute of Attribute of usability shows up
usability
potential issues in the eight queens chess
puzzle game system. The usability helps to
get feedback on what is or is not working
and have a much broader understanding
of what players are doing and how they
interact with the system.

Measured items
EU1: Learning to operate eight queens chess puzzle game
would be ease for me
EU2: I would find it easy get eight queens chess puzzle
game system to do what I want it to do
EU3: My interaction with eight queens chess puzzle
game system would be clear and understandable
EU4: I would find eight queens chess puzzle game
system to be flexible to interact with
EU5: It would be easy for me to become skillful at using
eight queens chess puzzle game system

Measured items
US1: I completely satisfied in using the eight queens chess
puzzle game system
US2: I feel very confident in using the eight queens chess
puzzle game system
US3: I found it easy to display all solutions while playing
the proposed queens challenge game at any level
US4: I can accomplish the task quickly using this procedure
US5: I believe that from using eight queens chess puzzle
game system will add more enjoyment and excitement.

Measured items
AU1: It easy to interact with eight queens chess puzzle game system
AU2: The procedure through eight queens chess puzzle game is clear
AU3: I found it easy to check all the possible solutions for all levels
AU4: I found the various functions in this system were well integrated
AU5: I think that I would like to use this game system always

Perceived of Usefulness: It is defined the degree to
which a players believes that eight queens chess will be
improving by proposed eight queens chess puzzle game
from 1×1 to 25×25 levels system. The measurement of
perceived usefulness comprises of 5 items modified to
the context of this study as shown in Table 2.

Perceived Ease of Use: It refers to the degree to
which believes that using, designing and collecting all
levels in a single game of the proposed eight queens
chess puzzle game from 1×1 to 25×25 levels in order to
save time, effort and money from downloading each
level separately. The measurement of perceived ease of
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use construct contained 5 items and modified to the
context of this study as shown in Table 3.
User Satisfaction: It are often tough during a form of
things and connected to system. It's an extremely
personal assessment that's greatly tormented by user
expectations. The measurement of user satisfaction
construct contained 5 items and modified to the context
of this study as shown in Table 4.
Attribute of Usability: It is the world of HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) with eight queens chess
puzzle game system. It tries to bridge the gap between
human’s goals and also the system. This can be being
done by introducing the human problems into the look of
interactive eight queens chess puzzle game system and
by production sensible techniques to look at human
behavior and observe their performance. The
measurement of attribute of usability construct contained
5 items and modified to the context of this study as
shown in Table 5.
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